Abstract-The objective of this paper is to review the tools available for modeling and simulating the Sensor Craft radar system concept and assess the challenging role and potential for STAP processing to support its intended missions in severe clutter. Airborne surveillance radar systems such as those proposed for Sensor Craft, will operate in a severe and dynamic interference environment. This interference is a sum of clutter, electronic counter measures (ECM), electromagnetic interference (EM), and noise. The ability to detect weak airborne and ground targets requires the suppression of interference in real time. STAP techniques offer promise of superior interference suppression capability. Extensive research into STAP for the AMTI mission, i.e. high radial velocity targets competing with clutter from the antenna sidelobes, has proven its superiority over non-adaptive techniques. Looking to the future, the advantages of STAP for the AMTI mission needs to be extended to GMTI, i.e. slow targets competing with clutter fkom the antenna main beam.
INTRODUCTION
Sensor Craft, an Air Force Research Laboratory technology concept program, holds high promise in providing revolutionary Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities for the future Air Force. This technological vision blends a wide spectrum of emerging technologies to produce an unmanned air vehicle configured to conduct multiple advanced sensing modes integrated into an airframe that sustains an enduring theater presence. Sensor Craft can be considered as the future airbreather component of a fully integrated ISR system that cohesively integrates Space, Air and Ground segments. The advanced sensor payload, RF aperture and processing requirements for Sensor Craft's new sensing capabilities should result in continuous allweather, theater air and ground target acquisition, geo-positioning, and tracking of time-critical targets employing heavy Camouflage, Concealment, and Deception (CC&D) tactics. While Sensor Craft is a vision, several technologies must be brought to bear on the problem such as sensors, air vehicle, and propulsion and although no single design currently exists, several candidate airframes are being studied for the Sensor Craft concept such as that depicted in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Example Sensor Craft Air Vehicle
The advanced sensor functionality being designed into the Sensor Craft vehicle includes advanced RF capabilities -radar and Electronic Support Measures (ESM) fully integrated into the aircraft structure. Radar functions will include Air Moving Target Indication (AMTI), Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI), Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), foliage penetration SAR with these functions operational in both monostatic and bistatic modes.
SITE-SPECIFIC CLUTTER MODELING
In response to the Sensor Craft vision, several radar system modeling and analysis tools are under development by AFRL/SN to develop and evaluate the radar system and signal processing algorithm performance. One simulation tool, referred to as Research Laboratory Space-Time Adaptive U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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Processing (RLSTAP) generates high fidelity radar data for evaluation of radar system performance. RLSTAP can generate and analyze data for several radar modes including Air Moving Target Indication (AMTI), Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI), and Synthetic Aperture Radar (spotlight and strip). Additionally, RLSTAP can be used to model groundbased, airborne and space-based radar systems, and a limitedbistatic modeling capability exists, which is still in development. Current emphasis is on highfidelity data generation, adaptive system performance characterization.
RLSTAP is being developed within the Khoros software development environment for user-fkiendly operation via Graphical User Interface (GUI) programming and is designed to support a wide variety of user and mission needs. By connecting together a series of "glyphs" representing various functional elements of a radar system and the environment, as illustrated in Figure 2 , a user can build a simulation that represents a conventional or conceptual radar, deploy it against a user-specified target, in a given geometry and with specified environmental conditions such as clutter and jamming. The antenna is one of the most complex radar subsystems to accurately model as the antenna pattern has a fundamental and profound impact on the ability of a radar system to accomplish its mission. Therefore, wide-body airframe and radome interaction effects are modeled by RLSTAP; Figure 3 shows results of modeling the airframe antenna in fkee space (Figure 3a) , and with the added interaction effects of the airframe, engines and engine mounts ( Figure 3b ). The presence of various aircraft structures such as wings, engines, and the fuselage are realities with which the radar antenna and system designer have to contend. If a realistic radar system were to be modeled to high fidelity, such as what is required for Sensor Craft, higher order effects such as airframe and radome interactions must be accounted for in the simulation. Additionally, emerging radar concepts must consider the use of conformal arrays where the element pattems are not identical, the element spacing is non-uniform, and the elements are not necessarily arranged in a linear or planar geometry. Such array configurations must be included in modeling and simulation tools for future radar systems design, development and evaluation. Conventional adaptive processing approaches assume elements, but this hdamental assumption is violated in systems using conformal array technology thus making it imperative that adaptive algorithm designers have a high-fidelity tools for modeling such systems and generating data to support their algorithm design and evaluation efforts.
The clutter environment can be defined to a level of detail and fidelity that suits theuser's needs. For first order analysis or statistical studies, homogeneous clutter environments can be modeled. However, one of RLSTAP's greatest advantages is that for detailed studies or operational analysis, more realistic clutter returns can be generated for a user-specified location using terrain height and terrain cover information available from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) database. This key feature of RLSTAP provides a valuable tool for experiment planning or system analysis in environments where measured data might not exist. The site-specific clutter model simulates the clutter environment for a specified location using terrain elevation and terrain cover information available in the USGS database to derive the line-of-site visibility, grazing angle, and clutter type for each range-angle cell in the surveillance volume. Spatial and temporal clutter statistics are ap- 
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MODEL-BASED CLUTTER SIMULATION
The second tool under development is a MATLABbased simulation tool for modeling and analysis of multi-channel bistatic radars. The simulation models various bistatic geometries including airborne-toairborne, space-to-airborne and space-to-space systems. The simulation, referred to as SMS-MBS is a Signal Modeling and Simulation for Multichannel Bistatic Systems, will be used to develop and evaluate bistatic adaptive algorithms and to analyze bistatic clutter characteristics for Sensor Craft bistatic modes. The simulation calculates the data cube for multiple-channel radars. This data cube is the clutter return (amplitude, phase) as a function of radar range, receiver channel and pulse number. Both uncompressed and compressed narrow-band pulse waveforms are modeled. Arrays can be positioned arbitrarily on the platform (aircraft, spacecraft) having arbitrary speed, direction and crab angles Figure 4 . In the main menu (Figure 4a ), the green buttons in theupper right allow the user to establish the configuration settings for: system and geometry, transmit antenna, receive antenna, and the environment. The system and geometry menu appears as Figure 4b . The green buttons in Figure 4b labeled "Geometry" and IsoRange" allow the user to see plots of the geometry including transmitter, receiver and target locations (Figure 4d ) and the iso-Doppler contours (Figure 4c ) for the system specifications the user has entered. Features such as these are included in SMS-MBS for visualizing the bistatic geometries to aid the user in creating and evaluating sensor performance over a variety of complicated ground, air, and space bistatic geometries. 
. SMSD-MBS GUI
The signal environment includes target returns, receiver noise, surface clutter and jammers. The clutter models include desert, farmland, wooded hills, mountains and sea. Jammers include noise jammers and coherent repeater jammers. The user-selected clutter model is used to compute the clutter return from each iso-range contour, and ambiguous contours are summed and divided into patches. Each patch is modeled as an independent scatterer and the bistatic equivalence theorem is used. The development, analysis, and evaluation of bistatic STAP algorithms is the primary use of this tool.
A capability recently added to SMS-MBS is the ability to generate Monte-Carlo analysis for analyzing Probability of Detection ( P , ) and Probability of False Alarm (PFA) performance for various monostatic and bistatic radar system configurations. The tool includes approximately 15 adaptive algorithms for analysis and as new algoriths for analysis and as new algorithms are developed, they are easily integrable into SMS-MBS for analysis and evaluation. The functionality of the new MonteCarlo Analysis module in SMS-MBS is shown in Figure 5 .
A capability recently added to SMS-MBS is the 
SMS-MBS Monte-Carlo Module Functional Flow Diagram
The Monte-Carlo analysis module is cable of generating large quantities of independent identically distributed (iid) data sets suitable for establishing false alarm probabilities for various adaptive algorithms. Probability of detection vs. signal-tointerference plus noise ratio (SINR) plots can also be generated. These are useful plots for analyzing an adaptive processors clutter rejection performance and the extent to which it can detect low radial velocity targets, known as minimum discernible velocity. Finally, a user can generate plots of the Doppler fiequency content of various range cells adjacent to the range cell under test. This is particularly insightful in bistatic geometries as it shows that secondary data support for interference covariance matrix estimation must be done prudently as there is a great deal of spectral dispersion. Sample output plots such as these are shown in Figure 6 .
SUMMARY
Sensor Craft concept holds promise in providing revolutionary Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities for the future Air Force. The advanced sensor payload, RF aperture and processing requirements for Sensor Craft's new sensing capabilities should result in continuous allweather, theater air and ground target acquisition, geo-positioning, and tracking of time-critical targets employing heavy CC&D tactics. Airborne surveillance radar systems such as those proposed for Sensor Craft, will operate in a severe and dynamic interference environment. This interference is a sum of clutter, electronic counter measures (ECM), electromagnetic interference (EM), and noise. The ability to detect weak airborne and ground targets requires the suppression of interference in real time. STAP techniques for the AMTI mission and extended to GMTI offer promise of superior interference suppression capability. A review of the currently developed tools for modeling and simulating the Sensor Craft radar system concept was provided. The challenging role and potential for STAP processing to support its intended missions in severe clutter was also assessed. Looking to the future in for Sensor Craft RF sensor suite, the application of STAP processing, airfiame/aperture interaction, bistatic modes all need improved modeling and simulation capability to achieve the high performance desired to meet the Air Force missions. Mr. Callahan has authored or co-authored several publications.
